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Abstract— Considering the transportation sector alone, we come across various kinds of emissions which in turn affects the 

environmental climate. Hence, we need systems that give an estimate of such pollution to control it and also prevent it eventually 

. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
TIER 2: This level, like TIER 1, employs gasoline as the prima activity metre and correlates a specified estimate of emission and 

vehicular data using the same NFR codes. The vehicle types disallowed by the NFR codes, on the other hand, are larger and 

require more information. Simultaneously, the factors of various such gases are connected to one price. 

 
In most nations, the National Emissions Inventories (NEIs) are the primary tool for estimating emissions. In the case of road traffic 

emissions, the NEIs provide complete statistics at the national level, taking into account GHG emissions from gasoline. Furthermore, 

this data is not grouped by road, which would allow for the analysis of various emission reduction options. 

 

The following databases are required for estimating NEI road emissions: Vehicle fleet data that determines the distribution of the 

operational vehicle fleet. (2) Data on vehicle traffic, which determines the number of cars on the road. The NEIs employed several 

approaches to convert records into GHG values. 

 
The COPERT IV software was created in collaboration with the European Environment Agency (EEA) [13]. This method relates an 

average speed with a pollutant's emission factor or GHGs with the distance travelled by a particular vehicle. The EEA has established 

three levels (or tiers) of complexity for this instrument to estimate vehicle traffic emissions. These thresholds are determined by quantity 

of data accessable through traffic list. Those are: 

 

TIER 1 : We use the fuel connected with the vehicle type as an activity indication linked to a specified emission factor. This level 

characterizes the vehicular fleet inventory according to the code, shortcoming of this technique is that it presumes an average pace and 

a standard vehicle fleet. 

 
 

TIER 3 : This necessitates far more data. However, one significant matter about the vehicle's fuel attributes, taking into account the 

amount of emissions at different temperatures that have varied properties throughout. Kotrikla et al. [18] issued a thorough investigation 

in field of particulate matter estimated emission on the spatial distribution in the city of Mytilene, Greece, using certain polluting 

concentration values, and Alam et al. [19] researched Ireland's road topology and decided that earlier emitting inventories undermined 

the impact of Particulate Matter on estimations. 

 

The records of networked traffic throughout a nation and vehicular fleet were wide and contain a huge amount of data, making it difficult 

to efficiently prioritize this analogy inside a familiar environment that promotes the linkage of these national data and emission estimation 

methods. Data abundance can be as difficult as data scarcity, and engineers must find ways to use it intelligently and practically to make 

judgements. 
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II. EXISTING METHODS 

The methods and techniques required to construct the put forth platform that estimates the rate of emission are discussed in this 

section. These two methods are required for this platform. (1) Datasets that capture information about road traffic and vehicular data 

in a certain country. These datasets include the data required to compute estimated emissions for particular roadways. (2) A BIM 

model that prioritizes different data from datasets and computes an estimated rate of emission related to TIER 1 level. 

 

The platform is need of various fields: (1) topological maps, that captures road traffic data with the help of ESRI's ArcMap model [43], 

(2) BIM software that is required to procure an estimated model of emission [44], BIM Plugin, like the DYNAMO visual model, that 

enables to integrate datasets with the BIM model. 

 

 
A. DATASETS OF VEHICULAR FLEET & ROAD TRAFFIC 

 
The tools and techniques required to develop the proposed platform's road traffic and a fleet of vehicular datasets are discussed in this 

section. Because the information which is provided by the first tier supports only certain fuels, and different categories of cars in the 

datasets. 

 

Most government bodies in charge of national road network administration and management have developed digital technology or public 

records that indicate the data which showcase the entire congestion of traffic. The US Federal Highway Administration is one of the 

organizations, and it provides thorough information on traffic on many types of highways. 
 

 

B. THE GENERATION OF VARIOUS NODES THAT ARE USED IN DYNAMO 
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These links among data through various traffic congestion was created using DYNAMO nodes. These nodes are specific functions that 

organize the information from a certain algorithm. 

 
C. APPROXIMATION OF EMISSION RATES USING THE BIM MODEL 

 
The BIM model contains two key components for calculating GHG and pollutant emissions. The initial part of BIM, that sorts different 

vehicles from a particular nation and incorporate that to the BIM model as parametric groups [60] with precise data on the type of fuel 

and emission [61], [62], including various attributes. The quantity tables are the second component. Based upon these data collected 

through DYNAMO nodes and other parameters from every group, the BIM model estimates the amount of carbon emitted. 

 
D. RELATED WORK 

 

 

III. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

 
 

The below fig. depicts the tiered representation of IoT based air pollution estimator. This is divided into its various layer as showcased 

below. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

. 

 

 
A SDS021 and DTH11 are among the sensing units included in the physical sensor layer. The SDS021 is used to detect particles of dust 

in the environment, like PM2.5 and PM10. 

 
 

The cloud services layer is in charge of storing different pollutant data , such as PM2.5, PM10, temperature, and humidity. This layer is 

also in charge of sending the collected data to cloud, and simultaneously in charge of ensuring confidentiality through third- party 

services. 

 

Because our research is focused with developing a software model to estimate carbon footprint emissions, we do not focus on the physical 
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sensor layer, data and network layer, or cloud computing layer, which are the platform's first three levels. Our attention is restricted to 

the platform's last two layers, the data processing layer and the application layer. 

 

Air Quality Index is a vital indicator that is utilised by many nations. This metric is widely used across the world to assess pollution 

levels at a specific time and place. In the trials, the categorization risk metric is used to calculate the AQI of a specific pollutant such as 

PM2.5 and PM10. The risk categorization of pollution circumstances is expressed in many classification groups, as illustrated in Table 

2. There are five categories: excellent, moderate, unhealthy, very unhealthy, and dangerous. 

 

 

 
 

 

The conversion coefficient of molecule is given by, 

 

IV. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 
The highlighted drawback of this study circles back to the datasets that were used which in fact were incorrect and outdated, since it 

focuses on the most recent edition of the topological traffic dated 2018. To overcome this constraint, the traffic dataset will be revised as 

soon as this information becomes available in the near future. 

 

Another drawback of this technique is that it solely addresses exhaust pollutants. As a result, future research aims to expand the 
functionality of the suggested platform to include emissions of new kinds, that necessitate the inclusion of more extensive BIM family 
properties. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper presents a framework for calculating working emission of exhausts from different types of vehicle on various highways in 

a given nation. The model merges official data from a BIM information model on road traffic and vehicular fleet. The software is capable 

of bringing the complex estimation and observational methodologies worked on motorways in order to estimate their emission. 

 
Since traffic datasets has to be physically entered into COPERT, this suggested platform decreases the effort required to estimate these 

kind of carbon footprint that are usually needed by softwares that follow the EMEP/EEA standards. 

 
The BIM technique consolidates data on traffic, vehicle fleet, and motorways of country to a centralized data centre. These new 

improvement simplifies the interplay of data from many national statistics datasets into a single calculating engine. This proposed 

application, BIM, broadens the method's application to different sorts of projects and demonstrates that it is not limited to construction 

projects. 
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